AT&T Threat Intellect℠
Data Driven Insights, Analytics and Data Scientists to detect and respond to threats.

Today cyberthreats are growing and evolving so quickly that organizations cannot effectively and efficiently manage their security on their own.

How do you protect your entire enterprise?

Every day the cybersecurity landscape is changing

AT&T Threat Intellect helps businesses detect, analyze and address security threats faster and more efficiently than ever before providing unparalleled visibility into data patterns and threat activity across our network. It uses multitudes of unique threat signature data streams, analytics and intelligence to help detect known and unknown threats.

Advanced data analytics along with the progressive computing capabilities of machine learning and the power of AT&T data scientists allows us to see, analyze and identify new behaviors and network anomalies. Businesses experience Threat Intellect benefits via our new integrated portal, AT&T Threat Manager, as a single pane of glass.

This means AT&T can analyze the data crossing our network from mobile devices, applications, data centers, or through our security services – and then identify and proactively address potential threats for customers including updating policies across our entire ecosystem to help customers stay ahead of cybercriminals.

The flexibility and speed of threat prevention and mitigation available through Threat Intellect improves daily, and each new customer gives us additional threat visibility to better protect all of our customers. It is truly a collaborative ecosystem, built on the power of the AT&T network. Let our data scientists and experts help address your security needs so you can focus on what you do best.